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The CC container from Mezonic is ideal for handling, distribution and 
storage of all kinds of materials, both solids and fluids. It’s UN Certified 
for hazardous waste, and approved for drinking water. The CC contain-
ers’ robust build makes it beneficial for many sectors. It’s user friendly: 
easy to fill, easy to handle, easy to stack, and of lighter weight than steel 
drums in its class.

The CC Container is UN-Certified for both liquid and solid hazardous 
waste, but the versatile shape of the container makes it an excellent 
container for non-hazardous materials as well. The 190L (50GAL) 
container is a heavy duty container with shock absorbing ribs on top and 
bottom. It has a sturdy surface design, and 5 mm consistent wall 
thickness, ensuring superior strength and stability. The design makes it 
easy to stack for storage and transportation, and it can be incinerated 
without leaving trace. All these factors makes it ideal for transportation of 
for example demanding chemicals or biological waste.   

MULTIPURPOSE CONTAINER

The CC container is made out of 100% polymer, all surfaces are smooth 
and without crevices between side and top. This, and the open head 
design, makes the container easy to clean. Through light cleaning the 
containers can be used for several years. The reusability of the CC 
Container and its increased lifetime expectancy makes it better for the 
environment compared to steel drums, as it can be used for many years. 
This will save money for your company, as well as benefit the 
environment by its longer expected lifetime. 



The CC Container works perfectly for handling 
the following materials, liquids and problematic waste 

• Hazardous Waste: both liquid and solid
• Seeds and feed
• Used oils
• Foodstuffs
• Drinking water
• Chemicals
• Used vegetable oil
• Pharmaceutical products
• Bulk shipments of tablets, lotions etc.
• Organic waste
• Biological material
• Other problematic waste products, such as batteries, smoke detectors etc.

EASY TO USE
The smart construction of the lid, consisting of one big opening, 
fastened with 8 screws and 1 smaller lid that can be equipped 
with strainer and pressure relief valve, makes it easy to fill 
smaller objects and liquids into the container. The container is 
lighter in weight compared to steel drums, this saves fuel during 
transportation. The tapered shape allows for nested 
transportation of empty drums, with ridges ensuring that they do 
not jam. The shape of the container makes it possible to stack 5 
CC containers in the same space as 2 steel drums in a 
transportation truck. The innovative top fits smoothly with the 
bottom, securing stable stacking without pallets between. The CC 
container can be stacked 3 in height without pallet between, and 
still be stable. The reduced transportation space saves the 
environment and saves fuel - which saves money for you!  

The handling of waste, both fluid and solids, can often be 
bothersome. The CC container will ease this process, and be 
solid, clean and safe to use no matter what material it contains. 




